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BASE Evaluation Criteria for
Climate Adaptation (BECCA)
Key messages
•

Monitoring and evaluating climate change adaptation initiatives is important for
tracking successes and failures in order to foster learning

•

BECCA provides a checklist of topics and issues to be considered in evaluations
of concrete adaptation situations, focusing on outcomes and processes

•

The target group of BECCA is anyone in the position of and interested in
evaluating concrete adaptation measures including politicians, officials and
planners, as well as representatives from civil society and business

•

The evaluation of adaptation should start by examining relevant processes, which
can support decision-makers and stakeholders in identifying the right direction in
developing adaptation measures

•

Challenges to meaningful evaluation of climate adaptation include the feasibility
of conducting an evaluation, limits to awareness and expertise, and the
availability of information

1. Introduction1
Climate change threatens the countries, regions and economic sectors of Europe in
different ways. Adaptation to climate change is carried out through very different
policies and measures. Monitoring and evaluating these initiatives is important for
tracking successes and failures in order to foster learning. There already exist a large
number of criteria and criteria sets to evaluate climate adaptation policies and
measures and their implementation, e.g. in the EU Member States, notably in
Germany, the UK, and Finland, in European institutions (e.g. European Environment
Agency), as well as in (international) organisations working in the field of climate
2
3
adaptation (e.g. PROVIA , C2ES ). The criteria sets can be used to assess the
effectiveness of an adaptation intervention, the avoided damage, the economic,
environmental and social side effects etc. As climate adaptation is often about
integrating climate aspects into other policy fields, criteria that assess the
interlinkages between different policy objectives (e.g. co-benefits, trade-offs) are of
particular importance.

1
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This policy brief is an output of the EU FP7 project ‘Bottom-up Climate Adaptation Strategies
For more, see: http://www.unep.org/provia/
For more, See: http://www.c2es.org/
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In this context, this policy brief presents the BASE Evaluation Criteria for Climate
Adaptation (BECCA). BECCA consists of a list of evaluation criteria and some
guidance notes on how and when to use them. BECCA was developed on the basis
of the existing academic literature and policy documents that address the issue of
adaptation evaluation and revised on the basis of feedback from real-world adaptation
cases. The research leading to BECCA examined how one can meaningfully evaluate
4
adaptation at the level of specific activities that are the focus of adaptation cases .
This also means considering the context specificity of adaptation and also policy
coherence in the way it is experienced at ‘street’ and/or actor level. Criteria must be
chosen based on the relationship between planned adaptation activities and the
socio-economic, political, environmental and climatic context in which they will be
implemented. The criteria must also be salient from the point of view of their primary
user. The latter may vary from those vulnerable to a particular impact of climate
change to local implementers of adaptation measures and developers of policy.
BECCA is intended for use as a checklist of topics and issues to be considered in
evaluations of concrete adaptation situations. In other words, not all all criteria should
be applied, but rather a reasonable selection thereof. Climate adaptation is highly
context-specific and, therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all criteria set for evaluating
climate actions. Hence, guidance is provided on which criteria to use in which
adaptation situations. On this basis, the user is free to tailor their own set of
evaluation criteria with specific weights of certain dimensions depending on the
context.
The policy brief is structured into four main sections. Section 2 overviews BECCA
(which is divided into outcome and process criteria), and provides definitions and
examples for how the criteria can be measured. Section 3 provides guidance on how
and when the criteria should be used. Section 4 provides a brief stepwise illustration
of the process of using BECCA. Section 5 concludes with a reflection on BECCA and
its outlook for assisting with the evaluation of future climate adaptation initiatives.

2. The BECCA criteria
In this chapter, the BASE Evaluation Criteria for Climate Adaptation (BECCA) are
presented. They consist of a list of evaluation criteria and some guidance notes on
how and when to use them. The BECCA are subdivided into outcome and processcriteria. For each criterion, a brief definition is provided, as are examples on how to
measure the criteria (in most cases).
2.1. BECCA outcome criteria
The outcome criteria focus on the actual adaptation actions and provide way to judge
the merit and worth of the adaption in relation to observed or projected climate
change.
Category

Subcategory/
criteria

Explanation

Effectiveness

General
description

The extent to which the intended outcome(s) has (have)
been achieved. In terms of preventing climate change
damage (e.g. reducing impacts, reducing exposure,
enhancing resilience or enhancing adaptive capacity,
reduction in economic losses). A further specification
might be to consider effectiveness also in terms of ‘costeffectiveness’.

Relevance

The extent to which the adaptation measures addressed
climate change impact.

Avoided
damage

Portion of the targeted potential damages that could be
avoided by implementing the adaptation measures. The

4

For examples, see “Case study search tools” at Climate-ADAPT, http://climateadapt.eea.europa.eu/sat.
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portion of avoided damage might result in expected gross
benefits
(Example for measurement: Avoided damages in physical
and economic metrics)
Scope of effect

Identify at which spatial level the adaptation measures
had an effect.

Level of
resilience

Measure the ability of a social or ecological system to
absorb disturbances while retaining the same basic
structure and ways of functioning, the capacity for selforganisation, and the capacity to adapt to stress and
change.
(Example for measurement: Biophysical measures of
resilience: measures of water use sustainability and of
recurrent urban flooding.)

Vulnerability

Measure the degree to which a system is susceptible to,
and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate
change. The effectiveness of adaptation measures thus is
expressed in terms of reduced exposure or sensitivity, and
increased adaptive capacity. Here it is referred to
“outcome vulnerability”, which describes the vulnerability
which is left after the adaptation measures have been
implemented.
(Example for measurement: Vulnerability is determined by
a range of social and economic factors (e.g. age, health,
deprivation, building location and form) which affect
exposure to a climate hazard, sensitivity and capacity to
respond.)

Sensitivity

Measure the nature and degree to which a system is
adversely affected by significant climatic variations. The
effectiveness of adaptation measures is thus expressed in
terms of reduced sensitivity.
(Example for measurement, here for water scarcity:
changes in water demand, water productivity, and water
accessibility, compared to some base period. These
indicators could be further disaggregated according to
different users and sectors: domestic, agriculture,
industry, energy production, tourism. Examples of
possible indicators for sensitivity to droughts: changes in
water demand, water productivity, water accessibility and
susceptibility to (production) losses due to these changes
during drought events, compared to some base period.)

Exposure

Exposure refers to the nature and degree to which a
system is exposed to significant climatic variations. The
effectiveness of adaptation measures can be expressed in
terms of reduced exposure.
(Example for measurement: for exposure to water
scarcity: changes in average precipitation, average river
discharge, average soil moisture, and groundwater
recharge. Examples of possible indicators for exposure to
drought: severity, duration, return periods and timing of
drought events due to temporal decrease of precipitation,
river discharge, soil moisture.)

Adaptive
capacity

Adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to
climate change (including climate variability and extremes)
to moderate potential damages, to take advantage of
opportunities, or to cope with the consequences. The
effectiveness of adaptation measures can be expressed in
terms of increased adaptive capacity.
(Example for measurement: Adaptive capacity to cope
with water scarcity is determined by the ability/possibility
of regions or sectors to close the gap between water
demand and supply. This could be achieved by enhancing
the societal ability to increase water supply, decrease
water demand or some combination of both.)
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Efficiency

Equity

Sustainability

The likelihood that benefits/outcomes of the adaptation
measures/ adaptation process will continue for an
extended period of time after the project completion, as
well as the ability of stakeholders to continue the
adaptation
processes
beyond
project
lifetimes.
Sustainable development is expected to minimise the
threats posed by the impacts of climate change and to
capitalise on the potential opportunities presented by it,
and bring benefits in terms of alleviating pre-existing
problems (no-regret).
(Example for measurement: Time span during which the
adaptation practice keeps on being effective, after having
been implemented.)

General
description

A measure of how economically funds, expertise, time etc.
are converted into results. The measure should consider if
the (economic and non-economic) benefits gained from
adaptation measures exceed the (economic and noneconomic) costs of its implementation, against the policy
objectives used in the analysis. Actions should also be
weighted on the basis of the risks involved, their long-term
cost effectiveness and market compliance.
(Example for measurement: Economically efficient
measures have economic benefits that exceed economic
costs)

Cost/benefit
ratio

Economic viability of adaptation measures in terms of their
costs and benefits ratio. Adaptation measures are
assessed based on whether they can reach their
objectives in the most efficient way in economic terms
(e.g. to achieve objectives at least cost) and have a
balanced cost/benefits ratio. The benefits and
effectiveness of adaptation measures are compared to
costs and effort.
(Example for measurement: Adaptation measures are
considered cost-efficient if they bring higher benefits in
comparison to its costs of implementation.)

Total cost

The costs of the adaptation measures; direct costs, further
economic costs and external costs, as a base to rank their
relative merit. The direct costs can be further split in
investment costs, maintenance costs and also costs of
administrative implementation of adaptation measures.
(Example for measurement: Total economic value of the
design,
implementation,
execution,
performance
monitoring and evaluation of the adaptation practice.)

Benefits

The economic, environmental, socio-economic benefits,
separating ex-ante and post-ante adaptation measures.
Identification of the beneficiaries from participation (a)
Opportunities are provided for all sections of the
community to participate, b) Participation benefits all
sections of the community).

Uncertainty of
evaluated costs
and benefits

Uncertainty of evaluated costs and benefits of the
adaptation measures.

General
description

Equitable distribution of benefits as widely as possible
with attention to most vulnerable groups.

Proportion of
beneficiaries

Supporting the broadest possible range and number of
beneficiaries.
(Example for measurement: Number of beneficiaries of
the adaptation measures with respect to the total
population from the given location which is or will be
experiencing the problem that requires adaptation.)

Attention to the
most vulnerable
groups

Attention and priority towards supporting most vulnerable
groups.
(Example for measurement: Attention received by the
most vulnerable population group within the target
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population (e.g. children, elderly, handicapped))
Side effects

Acceptability

General
description

Side effects are (usually unintended) positive and
negative, outcomes of the adaptation measures for other
social, environmental or economic objectives (e.g. to help
reduce social inequality, to decrease energy demand, to
help raising resilience of ecosystem services etc.). The
negative side effects (also referred to as maladaptation)
are indirect, negative outcomes set off by the adaptation
measures outside of their target area. Positive side effects
(ancillary effects) are additional beneficial outcomes
delivered by the adaptation measures but not aimed at in
the first place (e.g. new employment opportunities,
innovation knock-on effects and new market potential,
social capital accumulation).

Economic side
effects:
a. General
description
b. Effect on
innovation and
competitive
advantage

The economic benefits generated by the implementation
of the adaptation measures.

c. Effect on
employment

The effect of the adaptation measures on employment.
(Example for measurement: Does the measures have
effects on employment?)

Environmental
side effects:
a. General
description
b. Synergies
with climate
mitigation

The benefits or damages of the adaptation measures for
other
environmental
objectives.
(Example
for
measurement: Did or will the measures decrease the risk
of losing unique environmental resources?)

c. Positive
environmental
effects (e.g.
biological
diversity, env.
pressures)

The contribution of the adaptation measures to avoiding
causing or exacerbating other environmental pressures.
(Example for measurement: Did the measures have
positive or negative effects on the conservation of
biological diversity (other than directly intended as an
adaptation effect)? Did the measures alleviate or
exacerbate other environmental pressures?)

d. Avoiding of
maladaptation

Avoidance of maladaptation; avoid introducing perverse
effects or limiting future adaptation.

Social side
effects:
a. General
description

The benefits or damages of the adaptation measures for
other social objectives. (For example, effective climate risk
management will help secure development outcomes
(socioeconomic outcomes including improved wellbeing,
reduced vulnerabilities, better resilience and more secure
food, water and energy) in the face of increasing climate
risks), including equality, i.e. the distribution of benefits
and costs across different population groups and different
spaces.)
(Example for measurement: Did the measures enhance
well-being and quality of life (e.g. in the urban
environment)? Did the measures decrease the risk of
losing unique cultural resources?)

b. Distributional
impacts
General
description

The impacts on different social or economic groups.

The effect of the adaptation measures on innovation and
competitive
advantage.
(Example for measurement: Did the measures give an
incentive for innovation? Did or can they deliver a
competitive advantage for the EU economy?)

The effect of the adaptation measures on climate change
mitigation (for instance through changes in land use that
reduce emissions of GHGs as a side effect) or the degree
of consistency with mitigation measures (e.g. synergies
between low carbon and climate resilient development).
(Example for measurement: Did the measures reduce
GHG emissions or enhance GHG sequestration?)

The adaptation measures are culturally, socially,
environmentally and politically acceptable. They are
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accepted by those affected and by stakeholders.

Coherence
(external and
internal)

Robustness

Incorporation of
local/ traditional
knowledge

Identify the level of consideration of local/traditional
knowledge in the design or implementation of the
adaptation measures

Endorsement of
political leaders
and/or
implementers

Understand the level of endorsement by the political level
and/or the leader of the implementing organisation(s), e.g.
senior management, director/executive team of public
authority

General
description

The measures are not in conflict with other adaptation
efforts and coherent with existing or planned policies on
local, regional and national level.

Interactions
(conflicts/synergi
es) with other
measures

The adaptation measures are consistent with other
adaptation actions in the same sector and in other sectors
or even fit in a mix of adaptation measures, which can
support each other and make the socio-ecological
systems more resilient to uncertainties and climate
impacts.
(Example for measurement: To what extent does the
implementation of options result in synergies or conflicts
with other adaptation options?)

Integration with
policy domains,
programmes or
projects

Measures support the implementation of the EU
Adaptation Strategy and other national or EU policies.
They are aligned with other local sector policies (at least
there is no conflict with other local policies). They are
coherent with policy, investment and other planning
cycles.

1. Vertical
integration

The adaptation measures support the implementation of
the EU Adaptation Strategy and other national or EU
policies. They are coherent with policy, investment and
other planning cycles.

Horizontal
integration

The adaptation measures are aligned with other local
sector policies (at least there is no conflict with other local
policies).
They are coherent with policy, investment and other
planning cycles.

General
description

Adaptation measures are considered robust to
uncertainties if they can maintain their effectiveness under
different climatic and socio-economic development
scenarios.

Regret/
no-regret

Positive effects are even reached without climate change.
No-regret measures are interventions with positive
outcomes for development even in situations in which the
uncertainty surrounding the future impacts does not allow
for better targeting of the policy responses.

2.2. BECCA process criteria
Process criteria can be used to judge the strength and weaknesses of the process
itself (is it going anywhere?) and focus on the results of a process that is expected to
deliver climate change adaptation, without paying attention to how good or bad the
actual adaptation measures are in relation to observed or projected climate change.
Category

Subcategory/cr
iteria

Explanation

Adaptive
capacity

General

Ability of a system to adjust to climate change (including
climate variability and extremes), to moderate potential
damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope
with the consequences: Which capacities are required to
facilitate adaptation in the context of the adaptation
intervention?

Capacity of
actors

Which capacity do the involved actors have to adapt to the
consequences of climate change? Interdependencies
between different actors?
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(Example for measurement: Awareness among actors,
knowledge to be used in adaptation, resources to adapt,
flexibility to act)

Dependencie
-s

Deliverability
and
Feasibility

Flexibility

Capacity of
institutions/
organisations

What is the capacity of institutions/organisations to adapt to
the consequences of climate change?
(Example for measurement: Existence and quality of
monitoring/warning systems, existence of adaptation
strategies, ability to implement adaptation action (e.g.
financial resources, skills and knowledge, organisational
commitment and ownership))

(General)
Prerequisite
requirements

Identify legislation, regulatory framework, institutional
mandate and multi-level coordination, incentives,
investments, benefits, actor constellations etc. that are
needed as pre-requisite for adaptation planning and
implementation.

Institutional
requirements

Identify institutional requirements of adaptation measures
which ensure successful adaptation planning and
implementation. These requirements focus mainly on the
needed adjustments of current organisational procedures,
arrangements and cooperation among management
bodies.

Barriers

Identify barriers (e.g. legislation, regulatory framework,
institutional mandate and multi-level coordination,
incentives, investments, benefits, actor constellations etc.)
to adaptation planning and implementation

Ease of
implementation

Ease of implementation of adaptation measures + how
difficult or easy it may be to overcome barriers to
implementation. Implementation time required.
(Example for measurement: Time required for the
implementation of the adaptation measures and/or until
results were obtained)

General

Primary focus on ease of implementation (in legal,
technical, social, institutional, political and financial terms)
and possibilities for overcoming barriers. Complementary
elements
include
repeatability/transferability
and
institutional capacity and autonomy.

Repeatability

Repeatability and transferability to other regions
(Example for measurement: Possibility of transferring and
applying the practice to other geographical areas or
population groups)

Stakeholder
implementability

Implementability for stakeholders in terms of decisionmaking, technical and managerial ease, and acceptability
within existing social norms (e.g. for farmers)

Existing window
of opportunity

Identify
window(s)
of
opportunity
that
may
support/facilitate/make easier the implementation of the
adaptation measure

Level of
autonomy

Level of autonomy in decentralised decision-making and
action-taking
(Example for measurement: Degree of freedom and
capacity of the stakeholders during the process of defining
and implementing the adaptation practice (absence of
limitations or restrictions of e.g. economic, political and
technical origin))

Potential for
adjustments to
different climate
scenarios and
socio-economic
developments

The adaptation measures allowed easy adjustments and
incremental implementation if conditions changed or if
changes are different from those expected today. In this
sense, adjustable measures should be able to be adapted
to different climate scenarios as well as socio-economic
development trends.
(Example for measurement: Does the proposed measures
take sufficient consideration of the uncertainty aspect of
climate change? Do the measures remain useful under less
or unexpected manifestations of climate change? Can the
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measures easily be adapted if conditions are changing or
different from expected?)
Participation

Lessons
learnt

General

Inclusion of stakeholders/the target population in the design
and/or implementation of adaptation measures
(Example for measurement: Involvement of the target
population in the different phases of the adaptation process
(e.g. through participative workshops; awareness and/or
capacity building; implementation of actions))

Purpose of
stakeholder
participation

What is the purpose of stakeholder participation? E.g.
information provision/dissemination, data collection,
designing measures, aid implementation, evaluating
measures, consensus building/support.

Scope of
stakeholder
participation

What is the scope of stakeholder involvement? E.g.
experts, government officers, local communities, all.

Quality of the
process

How and when was the process of stakeholder participation
conducted? How can the quality be judged in the light of its
ambitions?

General

What are the lessons learnt from the adaptation
intervention? For different actors? How can these insights
be used in future adaptation action?

Capacity
building

Does the experience from the adaptation intervention
contribute to building adaptive capacity that could support
the delivery of adaptation action?

3. Guidance on how to use BECCA
BECCA is meant as a general checklist to ensure that all potentially relevant aspects
are considered in an evaluation of a climate adaptation intervention. The list of criteria
is based on a comprehensive review of existing documents on climate adaptation
5
evaluation covered in the academic literature and in the policy world . BECCA thus
has the ambition to represent an overarching set of evaluation criteria for climate
adaptation action. When using it, the aim is not to cover the full catalogue in an
evaluation but to choose a reasonable set of criteria that fits the specificities of the
concrete adaptation situation to be evaluated and that is feasible (in terms of
resources, time, availability of information etc.) to be carried out.
In this section, some general guidance is provided on the use of BECCA and some
guidance on how to adapt BECCA to a specific adaptation context.
3.1. General guidance
BECCA represents a practical devise to be used in climate adaptation evaluation. The
target group of BECCA users is anyone who is in the position of and interested in
evaluating concrete adaptation measures (or bundles of measures). This could be
researchers as well as actors from the policy world, such as politicians, officials and
planners from various administrative levels, but also representatives from civil society
and business organisations. BECCA aims at supporting these actors in evaluating
climate adaptation interventions and, on that basis, taking informed decisions on
further actions.
For each evaluation, the user should make a choice of those BECCA criteria that
meaningful and appropriate in regard to the concrete adaptation action to
assessed. The selection of criteria depends on the purpose of the evaluation,
specific adaptation context but also on the practical circumstances in which
evaluation is carried out. Below, some guidance is provided on how to tailor
evaluation criteria accordingly.

are
be
the
the
the

The selection of (potentially) relevant evaluation criteria is the first step when using
BECCA in an evaluation. Furthermore, feasibility of the evaluation and the selected
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For a comprehensive list of the documents reviewed, see Section 6.1.
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criteria should be considered. Feasibility considerations might include various
dimensions, among others the available resources in terms of time, person power and
budget. Availability of information for each criterion is another significant aspect to
consider. It might occur that relevant criteria are difficult to be apply in practice
because the required data is missing. In these cases, the user might think of
alternative ways of conducting the evaluation, e.g. by using qualitative information in
case quantitative data are lacking.
Overall, this is an exercise in operationalising the chosen criteria while taking into
account the various restrictions for carrying out the evaluation. It should result in an
‘implementation plan’ of the evaluation.
3.2. Tailoring BECCA to adaptation contexts
In this section, guidance is provided on how to select relevant criteria for the
evaluation of concrete adaptation situations. Due to the plethora of possible
adaptation cases and contexts, this can however be only an indicative list of potential
relations that have to be adapted to the specific situation. Nevertheless, the analytical
lens on different dimensions of the adaptation context will likely be helpful in
characterising a concrete adaptation setting.
The analysis of user needs in climate adaptation evaluation conducted by BASE
revealed that it is neither possible to give specific guidance for the evaluation of
adaptation measures in relation to specific sectors nor to climate change impact
addressed with the measure. However, the following dimensions can be identified
which appear to be relevant in the set of cases that BASE covers:
Outcome-‐oriented	
  vs.	
  process-‐driven	
  adaptation	
  evaluation	
  
Adaptation evaluation is, analytically speaking, either directed at assessing a specific
outcome, or it is more concerned with evaluating the adaptation process. In practice,
both alternatives will often come together in one adaptation case. One can further
distinguish between analytical interest which is directed primarily at generating new
information and a process-related interest that puts the evaluation results in the
context of the adaptation process. The latter perspective is one that has a broader
understanding of what the evaluation is about in that it is put in an application context.
For evaluating adaptation measures it is important to be clear about the purpose of
the evaluation. It can be outcome-oriented, process-oriented, or both. The research
leading to BECCA assumed that in most empirical cases, both goals are important
and, hence, it is suggested to select evaluation criteria that cover both the outcome
and the process. There is however one important caveat. The process character of
climate adaptation may, for structural reasons, impede meaningful adaptation
evaluation. When everything is in a flux evaluation of what has been or will be
achieved in terms of outcome becomes a moving target.
Retrospective	
  vs.	
  prospective	
  evaluation	
  
Related to the previous aspect, one can also distinguish between retrospective and
prospective evaluations. These types of evaluations are often done for (partially)
different reasons which affects, among others, the criteria that are meaningful to use
and how they are operationalised. One can argue that prospective evaluations are
particularly important in a climate adaptation context due to its projective nature. The
difficulty lies within the fact that availability of information is more limited with regard
to the future, and does not entail precise and certain information, which could make
prospective (ex ante) evaluations more difficult. This holds true especially regarding
the ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ criteria. The same pattern also occurs with regard
to process criteria. It might be particularly challenging to evaluate criteria such as
‘deliverability and feasibility’ and ‘flexibility’ which are both referring to future
developments.
For prospective evaluations, feasibility of evaluation may however be an issue of
timing when they are carried out. This has an impact on the criteria that are regarded
meaningful (in terms of providing useful information at a given stage) and
implementable in the evaluation (in terms of data availability and resources). At the
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same time, evaluations could be addressed in more strategic ways. Opportunities
could be created to make things feasible and to find information by thinking about
data collection strategies and/or engagement with the case. So even though things
may not seem feasible now, or information may be missing, prospective cases have
more opportunities to change this – which is something that may no longer be
possible with retrospective evaluations.
Evaluation	
  of	
  single	
  vs.	
  integrated	
  measures	
  	
  
Adaptation interventions may comprise a single measure or a bunch of measures.
There obviously exist greater challenges in applying the BECCA criteria – in fact any
set of evaluation criteria – for integrated analyses than for single measures. An
integrated analysis brings in multiple dimensions that have to be accounted for, and
causalities are more difficult to establish in cases where multiple measures are
involved.
At the same time, criteria such as ‘coherence’, although important for single measure
evaluations as well, should be particularly in focus in evaluations of integrated
adaptation interventions. Coherence should be taken into account in a twofold way:
regarding relations of the adaptation measures among each other as well as
regarding the relations with other (existing) policies and measures.
Evaluation	
  of	
  bottom-‐up	
  vs.	
  top-‐down	
  adaptation	
  approach	
  	
  
Adaptation interventions may follow a rather top-down or bottom-up approach.
According to this, the criteria suitable in adaptation evaluation may differ. For
example, ‘acceptability’ of adaptation action is an issue to be considered in the
evaluation of any adaptation situation although this is more difficult in practical terms
for top-down cases. Further, the subcriterion ‘incorporation of local/traditional
knowledge’ may in many cases not fit well with a top-down adaptation approach.
Also, there are criteria, such as ‘adaptive capacity’, that are related to the two types of
adaptation situations differently: Whereas the top-down adaptation approaches have
a view ‘from above’ and hence might refer more to institutional capacities, bottom-up
adaptation approaches are focused on the concrete circumstances, including the
actors involved. Hence, the perspectives on capacity for climate adaptation in the two
groups are different.
In addition, the nature of the adaptation situation – top-down or bottom-up – has an
impact on the suitability of evaluation (sub)criteria, such as ‘proportion of
beneficiaries’, ‘support for fair allocation of risks’, ‘incorporation of local knowledge’
and ‘ease of implementation’. These are possibly of greater importance for bottom-up
cases than for top-down cases.
The criterion ‘participation’ may be less important in a top-down approach to
adaptation. An argument may be that stakeholders (from lower levels) are less
involved. However, national stakeholders or scientific experts may be very important
to involve. In a bottom-up approach to climate adaptation stakeholder participation
and the associated subcriteria are highly important. The same applies for ‘capacity
building’ as a subcriterion to ‘lessons learnt’.
Evaluation	
  of	
  conflictual	
  vs.	
  consensual	
  adaptation	
  settings	
  	
  
One further characteristic of adaptation action is whether it takes place in a conflictual
or consensual setting. Evaluation criteria such as ‘acceptability’, ‘coherence’ and
‘robustness’ can be seen as equally important in consensual and conflictual
adaptation contexts. In conflictual settings, however, problems regarding the
feasibility of applying these criteria in adaptation evaluation are somewhat more likely,
and may lead to reformulation along particular interests. The reason for this might be
that the conflict is likely to spill over into implementation and possibilities to apply
these criteria to obtain information. This should however not thwart attempts to
nevertheless apply them.
The same might hold true for the various process criteria. It may, for example, be
difficult to use ‘participation’ as an evaluation criterion in conflictual adaptation cases
due to the fact that challenges related to participation may be symptomatic of
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conflictual situations. On the other hand, participation could also be seen as part of
the solution to resolve conflicts and, in this sense, it is therefore recommended to
apply ‘participation’ as an evaluation criterion since this could contribute to exposing
and hence resolving conflicts.
Furthermore, the criterion ‘dependencies’ seems to be directly related to the
characteristic of an adaptation situation as conflictual or consensual. In conflictual
settings, the evaluation criterion ‘dependencies’ plays an important role as it is
directed at identifying (part of) the causes of conflict that impede adaptation action.
This also applies to the related subcriteria ‘barriers’ and ‘ease of implementation’
which are particularly important in conflictual settings when evaluating the adaptation
process. Here one may argue that evaluation can reveal where the major conflicts
and barriers exist and where the implementation and/or decision making was
smoother.

4. The BECCA process
Based on the considerations above, the following process for a BECCA evaluation is
suggested.
Figure 1: Stepwise approach to applying BECCA
STEP 1: Select the relevant
outcome and process criteria
from BECCA list for your
adaptation case.
What is the objective of the
evaluation? Which are the
characteristics of your adaptation
case? Which evaluation criteria are
relevant in this adaptation case?
How can they be operationalised?

STEP 2: Assess the feasibility (in
terms of available resources and
information) and the costs for each
criterion to be used in the
evaluation.
What are the available resources
(time, person power, budget) to
conduct the evaluation? Which other
barriers to conducting the evaluation
exist? Which information is available
for each criterion, or could be
collected/ produced?

STEP 3: Make an
implementation plan.

STEP 4: Conduct the
evaluation.
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5. Outlook
The BASE Evaluation Criteria for Climate Adaptation (BECCA) represents a
comprehensive set of criteria from which the user should select those criteria that are
relevant and salient in a concrete adaptation situation. As climate adaptation is highly
context-specific, a standard evaluation would not be able to capture this specificity.
The idea with using BECCA therefore is that the users should tailor their own set of
evaluation criteria on the bases of understanding the implications of the use of
different criteria in different adaptation settings.
The list of evaluation criteria for climate adaptation was compiled, and based on
feedback from the BASE case studies aimed to give guidance on how to select the
relevant criteria for specific adaptation cases. In addition to general guidelines on how
to use BECCA, the case studies’ feedback was related to properties of the case
studies in order to gain context-specific recommendations. This turned out to be less
fruitful than hoped for. One reason might be the limited number of case studies – in
total 20 – that provided feedback to be analysed. Another reason is a structural one:
The context-specific nature of adaptation situations defies simple and quick
generalisation. Hence, in order to produce more robust guidance on how to use
individual criteria, a much broader empirical basis is necessary. For this reason, one
can (more or less) only retrench to recommending that users should tailor their own
sets of evaluation criteria from BECCA.
There are issues that pose challenges to meaningful evaluation of climate adaptation.
Feasibility of conducting an evaluation and availability of information seem to be
recurring bottlenecks. The analysis of the case studies’ feedback revealed that, even
though the relevance of most criteria was unequivocal, difficulties became apparent in
efforts to put things into practice. Feasibility to carry out an evaluation might be
severely hampered by a lack of resources (time, person power, and budget). Further,
the assessment and/or the measurement of many criteria (especially in quantitative
terms) are very challenging at the current level of awareness and technical expertise.
For many issues, data and information are not available (or only obtainable at a high
cost). Therefore, there is a need for better knowledge infrastructure, an ability to
collect site-specific data, but also impact assessment studies at more regional (or
macro-regional) level that achieve economies of scale that are impossible to be
pursued at local level.
On a positive note one may point out that there are also numerous BECCA criteria
that can be applied reasonably at modest or low costs, especially in a self-reflective
mode. This is particularly true for many of the process criteria, which can support
decision-makers and stakeholders in identifying the right direction in developing
adaptation measures, even if usefulness of the specific adaptation actions cannot be
determined immediately. It is therefore suggested that the evaluation of adaptation
should generally start by examining relevant processes. Such evaluations build
awareness and contribute to learning across sectors and cases, revealing differences
and similarities. The process evaluations are also likely to identify which processes
are so massive and costly that it is justified to pay particular attention to detailed in
depth evaluations of outcomes. It is no accident that the most developed evaluation
was found in cases which involve significant planning and investments. By alternating
between process and outcome evaluations, cost effective evaluations that support
learning are achievable.
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